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SLANG OF ONLINE GAMERS
This work is focused on the phenomenon of slang in general and slang of online gamers in particular. Special attention
is paid to considering the meanings of the most widespread phrases used in online games. Lexical units concerning some popular
online games are also examined. The authors of the paper have addressed to their peers and friends who are hooked on specific
online games to gain information about the topic under study. Moreover, they have tired to play few games to collect as much
phrases and terms as possible. The urgency of the considered issue is rather high as modern online games are becoming more and
more popular among young people all over the world. Consequently, they use the relevant slang phrases in their speech more and
more often.
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Background: Day by day people of various quarters of society use a huge amount of particular words in their
speech. Some of these lexical units are related to their professional occupation, hobby or way of living. Sometimes
these lexical items have unique meanings, understandable only to them. All of us, from children studying at school to
professors, have our own special vocabulary used not only in colloquial speech but quite often in professional com-
munication. This phenomenon is called slang.
Introduction: Slang is referred to the use of informal words and phrases that are not considered a standard in
the speaker's language or dialect but are considered more acceptable when used socially. Slang is often used to iden-
tify with particular groups of peers. Although the phenomenon of slang is usually spreading among teenagers or
young people, it may also be used by people of all ages and social groups. This raises the question: why do we need
slang and what role does it play in our every day communication? The answer is rather trivial: it simplifies our
speech, makes the particular social groups recognized in modern society. Slang is found everywhere and it is always
different depending on the situation and a group of people using it.
There are many types of slang, for example: youth slang, industrial and army slangs, country and urban slang,
internet  and common slang etc.  Slang of  online  games  has  appeared  not  so  long ago but  it  is  becoming more  and
more popular among young people who are true lovers of up to date online games. They almost lose themselves in
virtual world of such games since this helps them to avert from life problems and dive in different imaginary worlds.
Probably, everyone has ever tried to play online games and get acquainted with the slang of gamers; but most likely
it is quite difficult to understand this specific language because people meeting in games are of different ages and
from various strata of society and even from different countries. Certainly they speak English to discuss a strategy of
the game, because this language is multinational. Most people around the world know basic phrases which are neces-
sary for communication in online game environment, but it is not enough, because there are special lexical units cre-
ated for a particular game and only few people can understand them.
Main body: Let us consider slang of several popular online games. Actually nowadays there is a huge amount
of online games with a variety of plots, characters and tasks. People from all around the world have an opportunity to
play together as teammates or opponents. It is a normal practice for players to explain something quickly and in plain
language, especially if their companions do not speak fluent English. As a result, special gamers’ slang has been cre-
ated for this purpose.
All the worlds and phrases that are used by online gamers can be divided into several categories. The first
category is related to the names of games, their abbreviation and abridgment. For example, LoL (League of Leg-
ends), WoW (World of Warcraft) etc. Also some categories of games can be attributed as shooters, simulators, ac-
tions, arcades, strategies etc.
The second group of words concerns terms and abridgment, which are used by all the gamers independent
from the game type or a plot. For example, all the gamers can apply such words and abbreviation as bg (battleground
– place of battle, place of meeting, place of meeting with enemies), quest (game's aim, achievement of it, the main
idea of the game) and levels. A general wordlist related to slang of almost all the gamers is provided below:
? AFK = «away from the keyboard». The abbreviation is used when a gamer would like to go away from a
computer for a short time.
? BG = «boring game». It is a bad conclusion at the end of the game.
? Care = «be careful». It is a danger warning.
? Combo = series of hits performed by the character to the opponent without pause.
? Dood = dude, it means «guy». «Dudes, let's do it!»
? GG = «good game». It is a positive conclusion at the end of the game.
? FAQ = frequently asked question, or a list of frequently asked questions with relevant answers. It is written
only in big letters.
? Gamer = a human that plays the game on a regular schedule.
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? Hacker = someone who cracks a console, or a game, for a better experience of that console.
? HP = health points, which are used to increase a life of a character.
? Main = a main character that is created by the gamer so he plays only this character. Sometimes gamers
use alt (an alternate character) instead of main, but it has a little difference. Alt is used as a reserved
character.
? To nerf = to reduce abilities of a character in a battle. «When will Mythic nerf them?» or «Blizz gotta nerf
those noobs.»
? Newb (newbie) = a new player, this term is generally used as a «stupid newb». Also we can use a word
Noob at this meaning – «What a noob!»
? QFT = «quoted for truth.» It is used to express the gamers’ agreement with the statement or an opinion of
another gamer.
? Skill = ability.
? Spam = repetitive action over and over again. This word is also used to describe speech, generally in a pub-
lic chat channel. «Stop spamming general chat!»
? Tell, Send, or Whisper = private communication from one player to another.
? Toon = the name of a character in online game. «The toons on this server have bugs.»
? Troll = someone who starts flame wars to annoy the other gamers. «Stop trolling him!»
? W8 = «wait». It is a request to wait for another player.
? XP = experience points, which are used by players to level up.
? Zone = the world of online games is very vast, so it is divided into areas or «zones.»
Some phrases are used to show emotions of gamers.
? Ding! = a new achievable level in the game, but if a player makes only level 2, nobody does not sum him.
If he has finished for example level 15, he can announce «Ding!». Also a player can announce «Ding!»
when he has achieved the ultimate level. It is permissible to announce «Ding!» when a new player enters a
gaming community.
? FTW! = «For the win!» Guys, let's take ftw.
? Kewl = cool. «We’ve done it! It's kewl!»
? The following list of slang expressions is used if the gamers have some problems with the Internet:
? DC = «disconnected from server» – A character is standing there, arms held loosely at his side. He is not
fighting back. The connection to the game is gone; as a result the character dies.
? To lag = it means «to slow» due to excessive memory use or a slow Internet connection. This problem is
quite common in graphic-intensive or player-intensive environment, lag causes a huge slowdown in a
character's movement, often leading to disaster.
Now it is necessary to consider some popular categories of online games such as shooter games, RPG – mas-
sively multiplayer online role-playing game and MOBA – multiplayer online battle arena and slang related to these
games.
The first category under consideration is devoted to shooters. Shooter game is a type of action game, which
often tests a player's speed and reaction time. The main idea of these games is to use some kinds of weapon for
shooting opponents. Usually this weapon is a gun, or some other long-range weapon. A common resource found in
many shooter games is ammunition. The main aim is to shoot opponents and to pass missions without the player’s
character death. The examples of shooter games are «Red orchestra», «Counter-strike», «Call of duty», «Medal of
Honor» and etc. The following slang lexical units belong to shooter games:
? Arty = short form of artillery. «Squad leader, we need an arty at B sector!»
? Beat-Em-Up  =  a  game  in  which  a  player  controls  a  character  who  runs  through  levels  beating  up  minor
enemies, usually followed by a boss fight.
? Camper = a character shoots enemies in a hiding position.
? Hack-and-Slash = a beat-em-up with weapons instead of fists.
? Head-Shot = to kill someone in the head resulting in an instant kill on an online match
? Reacon = short form of reconnoiter. «Who will go to reacon?»
? Run-and-Gun = a side-scrolling action game with a moving character and lots of shooting.
? Speed hack = cheat which is used by dishonest players, it can provide a very high speed.
? Stealther = any of a class that can become literally invisible. Assassins sneak up on the foe, and slice their
throats with a single stroke. Rogues, assassins, archers, and minstrels/bards often have the ability to stealth.
? Zerg ruch = rush to the enemy with allied crowd. «Guys let's do zerg rush!»
The second category is MMORPG or massively multiplayer online role playing game. It is a game when
players assume the roles of characters in a fictional setting. This game gives players a possibility to feel themselves
in a role of magical beings. Every character has different capability, which goes away from reality. Magical words
are mainly used in such games. The slang lexical units the game «Perfect World» are considered below:
? Bot or Buffbot = A character created to support other characters, usually a healer who stay behind the main
character or a group of characters and lengthen their life during the game.
? Buffs = Spells that enhance strength, power, or other abilities. It is mainly used by a bot or a buffbot.
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? Tank = one of the heavily armored fighting classes, usually without magical ability or with limited magical
ability, such as paladins, warriors, champions, heroes, etc.
? Caster = any of the wide variety of magical spell-casting classes such as mages, wizards, shamans, etc.
Casters have their very own set of work they do.
? INC = a dangerous monster, a group of monsters, or a group of enemies a player is «facing» – in other
words, it appears in the player’s way.
? MOB = a dangerous monster.
? Pat = short for «patrol», a wandering mob. «Be careful around you a pat!»
? Twink = a low-level character wearing gear far, far superior to what they could afford on their own.
And finally, the third category is MOBA or multiplayer online battle arena. It is a game that combines ele-
ments of RPG and strategies. There are two teams of players fighting on the arena. All players can choose only one
character from the list of heroes, which can become stronger during the game. The target of playing is the destruction
of the main building of the enemy's team. The most popular examples of this category are «Dota» and «Heroes of
Newerth». Slang of these games is considered below:
? Abuse = using of bags of the game for winning.
? Assist = help your teammate to kill enemy. «Assist me»
? CD = «cool down». It's a period of time needed for the next using of skill or ultimate.
? Creeps = units, controlled by the computer program. They usually belong to players, enemies and can be
neutral.
? DPS = «damage per second» is an ability of the hero to do damage.
? DD = «damage-diller», a player having a big meaning of DPG. «This guy can kill me. He is DD»
? Easy line = a place on the arena, where playing is easier.
? Farm = «farming» is a process of killing enemy's creeps to get a gold. «You need farm»
? FB = «first blood». The first killing during the game.
? Hard line = place on the arena, where playing is harder.
? Pick = choosing the heroes from the list. «Our pick is stronger»
? Push = destroying buildings of the enemy's team. «Push top»
Conclusion: Slang of online gamers has been analyzed above. Special emphasis has been paid to some popu-
lar categories of online games such as shooter games, RPG – massively multiplayer online role-playing game and
MOBA – multiplayerr online battle arena. It should be mentioned that slang lexical units belonging to each category
are unique and diverse. Only true lovers of a particular game are able to understand each other using relevant slang in
their communication.
The popularity of online games is constantly growing among young people of all over the world together with
the popularity of slang related to these games. Generally speaking, this tendency is not very positive since more and
more online gamers spend most of the time in the environment of virtual online worlds without thinking about real-
ity. But it is almost inevitable to avoid this tendency as we live in the information era and advanced Internet tech-
nologies play a great role in our life creating unbelievable online games many people can not give up.
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